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Highlights
• Real-time monitoring of micro-
colonies in Petri dishes by high 
resolution imaging.
• Image registration algorithm 
validated at 95.8% on 1154 
Petri dishes samples.
• Detection of acquisition defects 
and of agar breaks.
• The device is currently being 
commercialized.
Graphical abstract
Abstract
Background To reach faster diagnosis of sanitary control and to reduce human manipulations, rapid microbiology develops methods and 
systems allowing to detect these contaminations early. The company Advencis conceived an innovative device able to follow in real-time the 
contaminations during the incubation process.
Methods The aim is to keep the traditional method (Petri dishes with lid), and this, without any modification of the sample. This method is 
based on the monitoring of the Petri dishes surface by image processing while incubating the samples. The iterative registration method developed 
here is based on small objects lying on the growing surface.
Results A large number of image sequences of various samples were tested. The results show that this method is quite efficient to follow and 
detect the variations on the sample.
Conclusion Some specific cases may be improved in a future algorithm version.
© 2017 AGBM. Published by Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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Rapid microbiology methods (RMMs) can provide results 
in hours rather than days for classical techniques. For indus-
trial quality control RMMs give opportunity to improve product .
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ten allows for defining the most appropriate treatment earlier, 
and thus to save lives. The Advencis company, a bioMérieux 
subsidiary, designed an innovative system for real-time detec-
tion and monitoring of contaminations during the incubation 
process [1]. The aim of the method is to rely the compen-
dial method and its standard consumables (Petri dishes), while 
keeping identical both workflow and sample (no manipulation, 
closed lid, no staining step, etc.). This method is based on 
high resolution imaging of the Petri dishes surface. A scan-
ning technique is used to acquire surface image of the Petri 
dishes. This technique induces lower-than-1 mm shifts between 
two consecutive images. To follow the growth of the microor-
ganisms, a precise image registration method is needed. This 
article presents the registration method developed specifically 
for this application and evaluated on a significant number of 
real data.
Firstly, rapid microbiology and its interest are presented. 
Then, different instruments used in rapid microbiology are in-
troduced and their pros and cons are analyzed. Subsequently 
evaluating the need for a new system, the Advencis instrument 
is described. The image registration need is described by in-
troducing the mechanical offset related to the system and the 
offset of biological origin. Several existing registration methods 
are presented before developing our own solution. A validity 
control of this registration method is presented, along with the 
obtained results, which are finally discussed.
1.1. Rapid microbiology
Biology consists in studying bacteria, yeast and fungi. Those 
are microorganisms not visible by naked eye, with a size of 
0.5 to 10 micrometers. Some of these germs are pathogenic 
for humans and animals. It is therefore important to be able 
to detect contamination in food, medicines and others. The de-
tection of bacterial micro-colonies is done in fields ranging 
from sanitary control in food industries to patients infection di-
agnosis in clinical field to sterility control of medicines and 
vaccines. Traditionally, the major part of these tests is done 
into Petri dishes. The samples under interest are disposed on 
a nutritional medium where the eventually present living cells 
can multiply to form micro-colonies with a diameter of 20 to 
500 micrometers (µm), then visible colonies when larger. These 
biological samples are incubated with a constant temperature 
during 4 to 16 days [2]. Once the germs have grown, micro-
biologists study the dishes by naked eye or by using a magni-
fying glass. The Petri dishes can also be analyzed by colony 
counters, especially when an important concentration of germs 
prevents from counting them precisely, or if too many samples 
need to be counted [3–6]. They usually detect colonies from 
a size of 500 µm and above, but the Scan® 1200 from Inter-
science claims a minimal detection size of 50 µm. However, 
there is a lack of counting precision at these sizes (high num-
ber of false positives). To detect germs precociously, with an 
interesting cost per test, rapid microbiology devices are devel-
oped.Fig. 1. Positioning of several procedures and techniques in rapid microbiology.
1.2. Existing systems
The samples are usually analyzed in solid or liquid media. 
The contamination detection time can be significantly reduced 
to a few hours for molecular methods like PCR (Polymerase 
Chain Reaction), which directly targets microorganisms DNA, 
compared to a few days for culture methods on solid media 
(agar media). However, all kind of samples cannot be reached 
with this method. Furthermore, in liquid media, cells are spread 
around, and they are usually detected at a concentration of 
105–106 cells per milliliter (mL), whereas the solid state tests 
allow for segregating individual cells, when forming micro-
colonies, at a concentration of 102–103 cells per mL. Differ-
ent actors using solid states tests can be found on the rapid 
microbiology market (Cf. Fig. 1). Three systems using solid 
media closest to the Advencis system are compared by their 
observing frequency. Others solid media systems developed by 
bioMérieux, the ChemScan using cytometry [7] and BacTAlert 
[8] using colorimetry, are much more different from the systems 
Quantum, Milliflex® and GrowthDirect, so are not considered 
in this work.
The Quantum device, from early 2010s, allows for the anal-
ysis of a single Milliflex® dish, a specific dish format. It uses 
a viability staining that is metabolized by the cells to obtain a 
fluorescent signal [9]. This instrument, developed by Merck-
Millipore, has a detection time around 21 to 48 hours. When 
the sample is placed into the device, the microorganisms are re-
vealed by fluorescence and a picture of the sample can be taken 
by an embedded camera. However, the staining process is co-
ercing. This system is approximately two times faster than the 
traditional method by naked eye.
The Milliflex® Rapid device, the forerunner of the Milliflex®
Quantum, was also developed by Merck-Millipore in 2008. It 
uses the natural bioluminescence process, measured by ATP-
metry [10]. A specific protein, the adenosine triphosphate 
(ATP), is sprayed on the filterable membrane. It is a label of 
cell viability. Milliflex® Rapid allows for the analysis of a sin-
gle Milliflex® sample at a time. The contamination detection 
time is around four times faster than the traditional method.
The Rapid Microbio System is one of the first rapid micro-
biology devices, invented in 2004. It is not yet widely spread, 
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Fig. 2. Incubation and image acquisition device for biological samples (a), im-
age acquisition and processing software main interface (b).
because of its high cost. It combines auto-fluorescence and 
real time image processing [11]. The samples are automatically 
placed under the optical sensor. Auto-fluorescence images are 
regularly taken. The growing of luminous objects is looked for 
to validate a contamination. The dishes have a specific format. 
The detection time is here two times faster than the traditional 
method.
1.3. Specifications of an innovative device
Working in solid state on traditional Petri dishes allows 
for analyzing samples that cannot be transformed into liquids 
(food, tissues), and moreover allows for visualizing the sam-
ples and the micro-colonies of bacteria. Staining (color, fluo-
rescence) makes the detection faster but is potentially destruc-
tive, complicates the preparation workflow, creates the risk of a 
cross-contamination and increases the cost per test. A method 
avoiding additional handlings of the samples may thus be use-
ful. Using Petri dishes allows for maintaining the same manip-
ulation workflow and for visually checking the sample at the 
end of the incubation. This involves a method that allows rapid 
detection of sample contamination and naked-eye observation 
at the end of incubation. The proposed solution may use the 
growing of these micro-colonies to eventually define a contam-
ination of the sample. A first detection of these elements at a 
size between 40 and 150 µm leads to a confirmation by naked 
eye at a size between 150 and 300 µm few images later, con-
sidering the cells replication rate. For the moment no industrial 
device respects these specifications.
2. Material and methods
2.1. Description of the Advencis device
The Advencis company developed a rapid microbiology sys-
tem (Cf. Fig. 2a) for analyzing Petri dishes. Those are disposed 
on a tray, placed on a drawer. The samples are incubated inside a 
temperature-controlled incubation chamber. An embedded im-
age acquisition system provides a real time monitoring of the 
development of the microorganisms. The Advencis Bio-System 
Software (Cf. Fig. 2b) allows for choosing the test parameters (temperature, number and sample size, etc.), launching the im-
ages acquisition and processing these images.
2.1.1. Technical characteristics
The major characteristics that influence the image acquisi-
tion process are described following. For microbiological or-
ganisms growing, Petri dishes contain a nutritive medium, more 
or less transparent and gelatinous. Depending on the appli-
cation, the medium composition varies, its color going from 
transparent to deep red. For some applications, a filterable mi-
croporous membrane is placed on the top of this nutritive agar 
allowing for analysis of a liquid sample. The nutriments go 
from the agar trough the membrane to feed the microorganisms. 
The temperature regulation system has two main functions. 
Firstly, the temperature regulation between 22.5 ◦C and 37 ◦C 
allows for incubation of the samples in optimal conditions. Sec-
ondly, the heating system avoids and removes the condensation 
eventually present on the lid. The samples analyzed by the de-
vice are Petri dishes placed on a support tray, and are indexed. 
A tray can contain either 12 dishes with a 70 or 55 mm diame-
ter, or six 90 mm diameter dishes. To insure traceability, a data 
matrix sticker is placed on the tray at the side of each sample. 
The tray containing the samples is placed under a linear CCD 
color sensor. The sensor motion provides a 10 × 10 µm2 per 
pixel sampling. The depth of field is around 10 mm. The op-
timal focus is close to the agar surface, which is the working 
surface. White LEDs enlighten the sample during the acquisi-
tion. It takes a few minutes to acquire a single dish image, and 
less than 30 minutes to acquire all the dishes images on the tray. 
A sample is thus imaged every 30 minutes, a period coinciding 
with the cells replication time of most studied microorganisms. 
A set of around one hundred pictures per dish, corresponding 
to an incubation of a few days, is obtained. Each color picture 
has a size ranging from 5,000 × 5,000 to 9,000 × 9,000 pix-
els, depending on the dish format, or 30 million to 90 million 
of pixels.
2.1.2. Micro-colony following
For each of these sets, pictures have to be analyzed as they 
become available, and monitored to detect the microorganisms 
as soon as possible. Because these objects have to be monitored 
and paired from one image to the other, pictures have to be su-
perimposed.
The micro-colonies grow from microscopic sizes to a few 
millimeters, so objects of interest may vary in size and form. 
Mist may appear, due to cells respiration. The nutritive medium 
being composed of agar evolves and gradually desiccates. This 
causes a retraction of the surface that can retract from the edges 
of the dish or break, gradually or abruptly (Cf. Fig. 3a, b and c). 
This is called “biological effect”.
A single bacterium has a size of around 2.5 µm, and an object 
of 40 µm can be considered as a micro-colony of bacteria. With 
our system, the objects to be detected in image plane have a 
minimum size of 4 pixels. Therefore the position precision must 
be at least of 2 pixels. Due to the offset sources, the difference 
between two consecutive images may be larger. For all these 
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Fig. 3. Examples of blood agar retractions: partial (a), total (b) and “pacman” 
type (c).
Fig. 4. Example of acquisition origins and areas of a 6 plate’s tray.
reasons, image registration is necessary to monitor the growing 
bacteria colonies.
2.1.3. Registration challenge
Between two acquisitions, the offset sources have two ori-
gins: mechanical and biological. The problem lies in the fact 
that no assumption about the superimposition of two succes-
sive images can be made.Fig. 5. Data matrix sub-image extracted from image In−1.
Fig. 6. Data matrix correlation template extracted from image In.
After each acquisition, the linear sensor returns to its ini-
tial position (X0, Y0) (Cf. Fig. 4). So for an image of a same 
sample, the origin (Xn, Yn), where n indicates the sample in-
dex, may slightly vary between two pictures. Experimentally 
estimated with calibrated objects, this mechanical offset of the 
sensor varies up to 100 pixels randomly in x and y directions, 
x being the linear sensor direction and y the displacement di-
rection along the tray. Furthermore, other offsets may occur: 
Petri dish or lid displacements, shocks on the instrument, or 
movements due to the drawer opening. Finally, the ageing of 
the device can also affect the image.
2.2. Images registration
Each acquired image has a large size and the observed sur-
face is homogeneous, complicating the registration challenge. 
A first solution for registration is to take benefit of the data ma-
trix positioned near each sample. But as the Petri dish and the 
agar may also move, this solution fails and a second registra-
tion method, based on the information available on the growing 
surface of the sample, is developed.
2.2.1. Data matrix registration
The registration is made between the previous image In−1
and the current image In. Knowing the position of the data 
matrix on the tray, a sub-image is extracted from In−1 (Cf. 
Fig. 5). A data matrix template (smaller) is extracted from In
(Cf. Fig. 6). This pattern is then displaced pixel by pixel on 
the sub-image and the maximum correlation coefficient gives 
the position of the superimposed pattern on the sub-image, and 
thus the offset between the two images In−1 and In. For a whole 
acquisition, the offsets are extracted with this method in x di-
rection (Cf. Fig. 7a) and in y direction (Cf. Fig. 7b). This offset 
is then applied on each consecutively acquired image. The data 
matrix thus allows for measuring the mechanical offset and the 
offset of the tray. In the case of a perturbation, the offsets can 
be evaluated in both x and y directions (Cf. Fig. 7a and 7b: red 
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Fig. 7. Relative displacement between two consecutive images of a sample, during the whole acquisition, obtained with data matrix in pixels, in x direction (a), and 
y direction (b). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)arrow). This example shows a perturbation that induces a move-
ment of 17 pixels in x direction and 8 pixels in y direction.
We can mention that the data matrix method is an area-based 
method (Cf. Section 2.2.3).
2.2.2. Registration of the “dots” objects
The data matrix may not be sufficient to detect and mea-
sure displacements due to all the offset sources, which may 
disturb the registration process. Therefore to overcome this dif-
ficulty, a registration control needs to be implemented. The area 
where the microorganisms are going to grow is therefore used 
to obtain the Region Of Interest (ROI), slightly smaller than the 
growing surface. This allows keeping only objects of interest 
for the registration. These objects, detected on the ROI, move 
according to the mechanical offset and the offset possibly due 
to other displacements (tray, dish, lid, medium), that impact the 
micro-colonies position. However, the ROI surface is homoge-
neous, and characteristic points are difficult to extract.
Choosing not necessary colonies but contrasted objects 
makes the detection more robust. Brighter and darker objects, 
relatively to the background, are retained. Most of these de-
tected objects are dusts, not discriminable from the micro-
colonies at early growth phase. Furthermore, we do not know, a priori, which dusts are laying on the top of the lid or on the 
agar surface.
The form of huge objects (more than 300 µm) may change, 
therefore preventing from extracting characteristic features; 
therefore they are not operational for pairing. Thus, in our pro-
cess, the objects are filtered by size and sphericity. Finally, only 
the most isolated objects are kept for the pairing step. These 
are the “dots” objects. A set of points is then obtained, rep-
resenting the coordinates of the “dots” objects barycenter, for 
each picture. The size of this set is in the range of ten to sev-
eral thousand of points, depending on the sample, and randomly 
positioned on the ROI. This size varies rather few during acqui-
sition unless micro-colonies are growing.
2.2.3. Point set registration methods
An overview of registration methods, including point set 
registration methods, is presented in this paragraph. Usually 
registration algorithms are separated in two groups [12]. The 
first category, commonly called feature-based methods, uses 
specific labels on the images and correlates them. The second 
category, called area-based methods, focuses on the matching 
itself.
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Fig. 8. The norm di of pairing vector Ti between the two paired points “i” from 
the sets Vn and Vn−1 (a), and the angle αi between the pairing vector Ti of the 
points “i” and the horizontal reference angle 0 T0 (b).
The SIFT [13] and SURF [14] algorithms recognize char-
acteristic features between two pictures. They are based on 
Haar wavelets. The objects need to be discriminants. Track-
ing methods are not exactly registration methods, but they are 
used to follow objects on an image sequence. They provide a 
track of the particles, but need certain knowledge and hypothe-
sis on the displacements. Probabilistic methods select the most 
probable course [15]. However, tracking methods can be used 
for registration by looking for particle displacements. There-
fore optical flow techniques provide a motion field between 
two consecutive images. They can be based on gradient, phase 
or energy methods [16]. Point set registration methods calcu-
late the rigid or non-rigid transformation between two sets of 
points. The most known method is the Iterative Closest Point 
(ICP) algorithm [17]. It has many variants, as for instance the 
Levenberg–Marquardt method (LM-ICP) [18] or graphs meth-
ods [19]. The Coherent Drift Point (CDP) algorithm [20] is a 
probabilistic method using the expectation–maximization algo-
rithm (EM). It takes into account outliers and noise. However, it 
needs a description of the noise and an initial parameterization.
These classical methods do not take into account some con-
straints of our system (random point repartition, noise, outliers, 
missing points). Therefore a statistical and iterative method is 
used, inspired from the ICP and CDP algorithms.
2.3. Proposed pairing (General Iterative Registration – GIR)
Among these points, only a fraction corresponds to the off-
set of the ROI (mechanical and biological). To address the issue, 
we propose to extract from the set of previously detected dots, 
those corresponding to the offset. The goal is to develop a so-
lution with a small processing cost, able to handle many points, 
outliers and noise. The proposed registration method is reduced 
to take into account a translation in x and y directions accord-
ing to the characteristics of our system.
For the previous image In−1, a set Vn−1(x, y) of mn−1
dots coordinates is created, and for the current image In, a set 
Vn(x
′, y′) of size mn.
2.3.1. Distance vector creation
The mn points of the vector Vn are paired on the mn−1 points 
of the vector Vn−1, to the nearest neighbor. A pairing vector −→
T = −−−−−−−−−−−−−→NNVVn←Vn−1 of size mn is obtained, with two compo-
nents (Cf. Equation (1)):1) pairing distances −→D = di, i ∈ [1;mn] (Cf. Fig. 8a)
2) pairing angles −→A = αi, i ∈ [1;mn] (Cf. Fig. 8b) (1)
−→
T 0 is the reference vector of unitary length, having an angle 0 
and the origin being the origin of vector Ti . Ti is the pairing 
vector between the two points (Vn)i and (Vn−1)i from the sets 
of points Vn and Vn−1 respectively.
2.3.2. Pairing distance histogram
A histogram histdi containing the distance values of the pair-
ing norms di is built (Cf. Fig. 9). It represents the displacement 
of a set of points corresponding to the displacement between 
both consecutive pictures In−1 and In. In the case of a simple 
translation between the two sets, the values of di are similar. 
Thus the histogram histdi has a peak around the main values of 
the norms di (Cf. Fig. 9a).
The bins of the histograms are defined as:
1) For the distance histogram histdi :
a. Between min(di ) and max(di)
b. of size (max(di) − min(di) − 1)/500 (chosen to have a 
sufficient discretization)
2) For the angles histogram histαi :
a. Between min(αi ) and max(αi)
b. Of size (max(αi) − min(αi) − 1)/360 (1 degree dis-
cretization)
From the smoothed (median filter) and enhanced (square) 
histogram, the same method to separate mixture of Gaussian 
[21] is used. The second derivative of histdi is computed. The 
position of the highest peak of the histogram is found with the 
position of the global minimum on the second derivative of 
histdi (Cf. Equation (2)):
Peak1 = min1
(
d2histdi
di2
)
(2)
The peak width is defined as its left and right inflexion points, 
which are defined by the maximum values of the second deriva-
tive, thus defined as below (Cf. Equations (3) and (4)):
widthleft = maxlocal left
(
d2histdi
di2
)
(3)
widthright = maxlocal right
(
d2histdi
di2
)
(4)
The maximum value between widthleft and widthright is na-
med σ ′1. It represents the half width of the peak.
The distribution histdi might not be unimodal (Cf. Fig. 9b): 
a second peak is thus searched. After removing the section of 
the histogram between the two widths previously found for the 
first peak, the second highest global maximum and its width are 
obtained by the same method as for Peak1 and σ ′1. The values 
Peak2 and σ ′2 are thus calculated. The differentiation of these 
peaks is tested by verifying the conditions below:
1) Distance between Peak 1 and Peak2 ≥ 3(σ ′1 + σ ′2)
2) Max1(histdi) ≥ mean(histdi)
3) Max2(histdi) ≥ mean(histdi)
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Fig. 9. Pairing histogram of the norms di between two consecutive pictures: example for a mechanical offset only (a), and for a double displacement (b).If they are all satisfied, the histogram is bimodal, otherwise uni-
modal. Therefore two solutions exist (Cf. Fig. 9a and b):
1) Solution 1: There is a unimodal histogram and a unique 
peak defined by the pair (Peak1, σ ′1), associated with the 
points set of Vn. This subset of points of Vn is then 
called V2.2) Solution 2: There is a bimodal histogram and two peaks: the 
first peak is defined by the pair (Peak1, σ ′1) associated with 
V21, a points sub-set of Vn and the second peak is defined 
by the pair (Peak2, σ ′2) associated with V22, a points sub-set 
of Vn.
For solution 2, the ratio between the size of V21 and size 
of V22 is then tested: if it is larger than a given threshold, only 
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significant. This amounts to have only one set V2, as for solu-
tion 1.
2.3.3. Population analysis by the GIR algorithm
The dots points Vn−1 of the previous picture In−1 are all 
kept. This set is now called V1. The sets (V1, V2) in unimodal 
distribution, or {(V1, V21), (V1, V22)} in the bimodal distribu-
tion, are given as inputs to an iterative algorithm (Cf. Fig. 10). 
The values of the corresponding displacements are more pre-
cisely (sub-pixel) estimated, by calculating estimators of norms 
and angles and by selecting the more representative points at 
each iteration. All the subsets of Vn are processed separately as 
a vector V2 of size m.
For each iteration, once the m points of V1 and V2 are paired, 
giving the −−−−−−−−−−−−−→NNVVn←Vn−1 vector, the histograms of distances and 
angles are created. The modal value of each histogram is found: 
dˆ gives the estimator of the norm and αˆ gives the estimator of 
the argument. The r points of V2 around the main peak of the 
distribution histdi remain for the next iteration. At each step, 
break conditions are evaluated (ε): no evolution of the estimator 
dˆ between two iterations (pixel precision), no evolution of the 
number of selected points (r = m), or too few r points. The 
final value of the displacement is then obtained with dˆ and αˆ: 
tx = dˆ cos(α) and ty = dˆ sin(α).Fig. 11. Representation of angles αi (degrees) depending on norms di (pixels) 
(αi = f (di )), pairing vector NNVVn←Vn−1 of size mk=1 for iteration 1 (red), 
mk=2 for iteration 2 (green) and mk=3 for iteration 3 (blue); points selection 
with angle αi is not discriminant α = f (d). (For interpretation of the references 
to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Usually, the algorithm stops after 2 or 3 iterations (Cf. 
Fig. 11 in blue and Fig. 12). So, in the implementation, a limit 
of 10 iterations is fixed.
This iterative algorithm working with points as inputs, not 
considering the type of sample, or any other external condition, 
is considered as “general” because it can be used for any type 
of Petri dish sample. It is therefore called the General Iterative 
algorithm (GIR).
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2.3.4. Unimodal validation conditions
In the case two sets of points (V21, V22) are given as input 
to the general iterative algorithm, its behavior is analyzed. The 
final number of the remaining points of V21 and V22 gives in-
formation on the GIR algorithm selection process. If too many 
points are rejected from a set, it means that this set is not rep-
resentative of a displacement. If both sets have few remaining 
points, none of them is significant; therefore both are kept as 
a safety precaution. It amounts to checking the two conditions 
below:
1) Unimodal condition 1: the number of remaining points of 
V22 or of V21 after GIR is below a given threshold
2) Unimodal condition 2: the distance between the two offsets 
afterwards is below a given threshold
However, if both sets keep a significant number of remaining 
points and are separable (both unimodal conditions are false), 
two displacements seems a valid hypothesis, and the bimodal 
distribution of the early histogram histdi is therefore validated.2.4. Definitions
The registration algorithm gives outputs between two images 
(positive or negative). Thus, these outputs can be compared 
with a reference (manual or computational). This comparison is 
true or false. However in our study, the whole sequence of the 
sample is considered, not only the images taken independently. 
Therefore the definitions (Cf. Table 1) are valid considering the 
whole sequence of the sample: a same sample can both be false 
positive and true positive for registration. For instance, an im-
age of the sample can be classified as true positive, and another 
image of the same sample can be classified as false positive. In 
this case, the considered sample is assigned in the most unfa-
vorable case. In the given example, the sample is positive for 
registration and counted as a false positive, and not as a true 
positive. Are not considered as false negatives:
1) A progressive retraction of the agar: it still allows a good 
pairing.
2) A rotation: is not representative and will be addressed ulti-
mately.
3) The case when there are more than 100 confirmed colonies 
on the sample: there is no more need to continue analysis.
2.5. Registration control with GIR algorithm
The data matrix method calculates an estimation of the dis-
placement. The dots pairing method (GIR method) calculates 
another estimation of the displacement. Having two references 
of the offsets, we may compare them and validate, or not, the 
measured displacement.
The decision tree that compares displacement offsets ob-
tained by the two registration methods is called registration 
control (Cf. Fig. 13). The GIR method comes to control the 
offsets values calculated by the DM method. This registration 
control method can be divided in three main steps (control lev-
els):
1) Level 0: This GIR algorithm level includes the detection of 
the objects on image In−1 first, that are saved, and then the 
objects detected on image In. It continues with the calcu-
lation of the offset (in pixels) obtained between these two Table 1
Definitions for data interpretation.
Negative registration for the sample A sample is classified negative if there is no event perturbing registration in a serious way. It’s the standard case when 
incubation and acquisition take place properly. This classification is decided manually. The possible results for these 
samples are true negative or false positive.
Positive registration for the sample A sample is classified positive if there is at least one event on one image perturbing registration in a serious way (agar 
break, acquisition problem, movement). This classification is decided manually. The possible results for these samples 
are true positive or false negative.
True negative A true negative sample is a sample classified negative which was declared negative by the GIR method.
True positive A true positive sample is a sample classified positive which was declared positive by the registration GIR method.
False negative A false negative sample is a sample classified positive which was declared negative by the registration GIR method.
False positive A false positive sample is a sample classified negative which was declared positive by the registration GIR method.
Validated sample A sample is validated if every image analyzed by our method returns a correct result (whatever is this result). It gathers 
the samples true positive and true negative.
Invalidated sample A sample is invalidated if at least one of the images analyzed by our method returns an incorrect result (whatever is this 
result). It gathers the samples false positive and false negative.
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togram with two significant sets (Cf. Section 2.3.4)), the 
registration control directly jumps to control level 2 (Cf. 
Fig. 13 conditions (f) output (2)). Otherwise, it continues 
with control level 1.
2) Level 1: This level compares the registration offset(s) ob-
tained by the GIR algorithm, at control level 1, with the 
reference registration (DM method). If at least one of the 
GIR offset matches the DM offset (i.e. have similar val-
ues), the sample is negative for registration. The com-
parison cases are presented below, depending if both sets 
are compared to the reference offset, or only the major 
one:
a. Only one set is found and its offset after the GIR algo-
rithm is compared to the data matrix value (Test GIR 
vs DM (1x), Cf. Fig. 13: conditions (d, g)).b. There are two sets. Therefore, one or two values are 
compared, (Cf. Fig. 13: conditions (e, h)), depending 
if one of them is not significant, or both of them are 
not.
c. There are two not-separable sets (Test GIR vs DM 
(2x), Cf. Fig. 13: conditions (f, i)): in this case it is 
enough if at least one offset is validated.
3) Level 2: Before definitively invalidating the sample (Cf. 
Fig. 13 output (3)), other additional conditions are tested. 
These conditions include a suspicious contamination con-
trol of currently growing micro-colonies on the sample, and 
are outside the scope of this article. This last level consid-
ers the user purpose: if nothing seems to grow inside the 
dish, there is no need to invalidate it.
In summary, if a perturbation is detected by the GIR algo-
rithm in bimodal case, the sample is positive for level 0 (if 
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two registration methods are compared (level 1). At last the con-
firmation of invalidation is given by level 2 control step.
2.6. Registration performances measurement on the image 
sets
The results obtained with the GIR algorithm are combined 
with the registration control step, if available. It allows for clas-
sifying a sample in the listed categories (Cf. Section 2.4). The 
performances of the GIR method are measured as following:
1) True negative: there is no event between two consecutive 
images and the displacement values computed from both 
methods (GIR and data matrix) are similar (Cf. Fig. 13: 
output (4)). The result is correct.
2) True positive: an event is present between two consecutive 
images and:
a. A major event is observed between these two images by 
GIR method (bimodal) (Cf. Fig. 13: output (2)),
b. or, the registration control returns a mismatch (Cf. 
Fig. 13: conditions (g, h, i) output (3)).
3) False negative: an important event is observed between two 
consecutive images and is not detected by the GIR method 
(same conditions as for case “1)”). The result is incorrect.
4) False positive: the GIR method invalidates a sample
whereas there is no observable event on it (same condi-
tions as for case “2)”). The result is incorrect.
Then, control level 2 needs to be taken into account, if avail-
able.
2.7. Available data
The GIR algorithm runs on five data sets composed of a 
given number of samples, with an average of about 75 images 
per sample. In total, around 1200 samples were tested, corre-
sponding to approximately 90,000 images.
The first set is composed of 199 blood agar samples. It 
contains several perturbations. Indeed the very long incubation 
period of some samples (7–10 days) sometimes leads to an im-
portant agar drying. The agar retracts from the edges of the 
Petri dishes in various manners (Cf. Fig. 3). Furthermore there 
are some defects during the acquisition process: the instrument 
was at an early stage of development at that point. There is 
no data matrix, thus the only ways for obtaining an estima-
tion of the offsets are the GIR algorithm (control level 0) and a 
manual measure. The repartition of agar breaks and retractions 
is therefore manually measured. The evolution of the agar is 
classified in three categories (low: less than 1–2 mm; medium: 
between 2–3 mm; strong: more than 3–4 mm) (Cf. Table 2), 
and two more categories characterizing the retraction (progres-
sive; abrupt) (Cf. Table 3). The abrupt retraction corresponds to 
a major agar break between two consecutive images. A same 
sample can be progressive and, at one moment, abrupt, then 
progressive again. This classification is used as reference to val-
idate the GIR algorithm outputs for this set. Because it contains Table 2
Repartition of agar evolutions importance in set n◦1.
Evolution importance Samples (total 199) Percentage
Low 153 76.9%
Medium 29 14.6%
Strong 17 8.5%
Table 3
Repartition of agar evolutions speed in set n◦1.
Evolution speed Samples (total 199) Percentage
Inexistent 1 0.5%
Progressive 198 99.5%
Violent (included in progressive) 25 12.6%
many types of agar retractions and various defects, it is chosen 
as our development set. Not having a lot of false positives is an 
important issue. For these reasons, performances rates, around 
20% of false negative samples and 1% of false positive samples, 
are set as a goal. The unimodal and bimodal validation condi-
tions (Cf. sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.4) are defined and parametrized 
on this set, to reach these performances. The results after this 
parameterization are compared to the manual reference, which 
then leads to the final results (Cf. Section 3). Control level 2 
was not used in this development set. The parametrization of 
the GIR algorithm defined on this set (control level 0) is then 
used and confirmed on all the other sets presented below.
The second set (Set 2, Table 4) of (Ø 90 mm) samples type 
has 434 various agar samples, mainly transparent. The Petri 
dishes are of the same type as those used for the development 
set. It is globally stable, even if some perturbations occur, due to 
the image acquisition. The incubation period is of a few days, 
thus there is no retraction. The data matrix sticker is used in 
control level 1, and control level 2 leads to the final results.
The third set (Set 3) of (Ø 70 mm) format has 279 agar sam-
ples. These dishes have very wide edges, among other artifacts. 
As for set 2, control levels 1 and 2 are used for the final results.
The fourth set (Set 4) is composed of 216 samples containing 
filterable membranes. There are Ø 55 mm and Ø 90 mm formats 
Petri dishes, mixed with three types of membranes. Control lev-
els 1 and 2 are used for the final results.
Usually, on realistic sets, few positive events occur; there-
fore, set 5 (Set 5) is created. It is a mix of several sample 
formats, with a displacement of the data matrix and of the Petri 
dish, thus creating artificial movements, simulating for instance 
opening and closing of the drawer during incubation. The goal 
with this set is to detect every artificial movement with control 
level 0 or control level 1.
3. Results
The performances of the GIR method are measured on the 
different control levels available, summarized below (Cf. Ta-
ble 4).
The results given in the tables of this section take into ac-
count the last control level available, some sets having addi-
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Method adaptation for performances measurement.
Set Control level 0 Control level 1 Control level 2 Other
Set 1 Yes* No no Manual reference
Set 2 Yes Yes Yes* No
Set 3 Yes Yes Yes* Specific 
optimization of 
GIR algorithm
Set 4 Yes Yes Yes* No
Set 5 Yes Yes* No No
* Last contro level available.
Table 5
Performances on Set 1 (no data matrix) with GIR algorithm and bimodal/uni-
modal conditions parameters.
Number of 
samples
True 
negative
True 
positive
False 
negative
False 
positive
199 73.4% 5.0% 20.6% 1.0%
tional steps. The intermediary results for previous control levels 
are detailed only if relevant for the considered set.
3.1. Images set 1 (no data matrix)
To obtain a true (or false) positive on this set, the only way is 
to detect two subsets on the histogram histdi (control level 0). 
The optimized thresholds for the bimodal and unimodal val-
idation conditions were determined on this set, to obtain the 
wanted false positive and false negative rates. This leads to 12 
samples that are detected positively for registration (10 as true 
positives and 2 as false positives), and 41 as false negative sam-
ples (Cf. Table 5). Among the agar breaks classified as “abrupt” 
and “important”, one out of 18 was detected. The majority of 
false negatives is from lid and dish movement which are not 
detected. Others parameters thresholds give for instance 4.0% 
of false positive samples and 14.6% of false negative samples 
for registration, but these rates are out of the defined scope.
3.2. Images set 2 (90 mm agar)
If we consider the intermediary results, there was 9 samples 
classified as true positives, due to deformations (4 samples) and 
sample movements (5 samples), giving a rate of 2.1% of true 
positive samples. After control level 2, only one sample is fi-
nally detected as positive. The other positive outputs at level 
1 become negative at level 2, even if they are true, because 
these samples don’t need to be invalidated if there is no growing 
micro-colony on the considered sample. Thus the results with 
the last control step are good (Cf. Table 6).
Considering events that occurs at the intermediary levels, for 
instance an image deformation due to a temporary defect during 
acquisition (the global shape of the picture is not square any-
more), the comparison between the GIR method offset and the 
DM offset are different: a global offset is measured by the GIR 
algorithm, whereas the offset measured on the data matrix con-
siders only a small part of the picture (where the data matrix is 
stuck), giving a local translation, which is in this case different Table 6
Performances on Set 2 (90 mm agar) with GIR algorithm and bimodal/unimodal 
conditions parameters, DM comparison and contamination suspicion levels.
Number of 
samples
True 
negative
True 
positive
False 
negative
False 
positive
434 99.8% 0.2% 0% 0%
Table 7
Performances on Set 3 (70 mm agar) with GIR algorithm and bimodal/unimodal 
conditions parameters, DM comparison, specific optimization and contamina-
tion suspicion levels.
Number of 
samples
True 
negative
True 
positive
False 
negative
False 
positive
279 100% 0% 0% 0%
to the global one. When a displacement is present between two 
consecutive pictures, two populations of points are separated 
with the histogram histdi . If these two subsets are classified as 
bimodal, or if either subsets, or the main one, are invalidated by 
DM control, thus the considered samples are classified positives 
(true or false) for the intermediary results.
3.3. Images set 3 (70 mm plates)
Considering the results at control level 1, after comparison 
between the DB and GIR methods offsets, the obtained rates 
are: 2 true positives samples (0.7%) and 8 false positive samples 
(2.9%). Additionally, with control level 2, the performances are 
still 2.5% of false positives. Those are mainly due to border 
effects and to particular yeasts growing on the agar that pro-
gressively covers some original “dots” objects, and leads to 
empty areas after objects selection process. The final number 
of remaining objects is thus progressively decreasing, making 
the GIR algorithm, especially the pairing process, unstable. To 
address this issue, and lower the number of false positives for 
this set, a solution is proposed: when the analyzed sample is 
invalidated by the registration control, before the last step (sus-
picious contamination), a second run of the GIR algorithm is 
processed, not using the “dots” object but all the objects ini-
tially detected on the previous image In−1 and on the current 
image In. After this step, no more dishes are false, and the re-
sulting performances are those presented on the table below 
(Cf. Table 7). Therefore, although there is no 70 mm format 
dish in the reference set, we obtain 100% of true negatives with 
the last registration step. However, modifications are compen-
sate the specifics perturbations to this dish format type (border 
effects, specific germs).
3.4. Images set 4 (filterable membranes)
Membranes are absent from the reference set. Some samples 
raised a problem because very few points were detected, espe-
cially on very clean membranes. Below 10 points detected on an 
image In or In−1, the GIR algorithm is deactivated (Cf. Fig. 14
output (6)). However, beyond this limit, the GIR algorithm 
reaches its capabilities limits. The nearest neighbor pairing is 
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Table 8
Performances on set 4 (filterable membranes).
Number of 
samples
True 
negative
True 
positive
False 
negative
False 
positive
216 91.2% 6.5% 0% 2.3%
Table 9
Performances on set 5 (displacement set) with GIR algorithm, bimodal/uni-
modal conditions parameters and DM comparison levels.
Number of 
samples
True 
negative
True 
positive
False 
negative
False 
positive
26 0% 100% 0% 0%
not efficient in that case. Thus the point selection is performed 
randomly and the iterations stop on a local minimum. The per-
formances rates are lower than on the two previously presented 
sets, at control level 2 (Cf. Table 8): 5 samples are false pos-
itive for registration. A 2nd GIR run cannot be used here: the 
number of initial points and the final “dots” points are similar. 
A repartition of the minimal number of “dots” points detected 
and selected for each sequence of a sample is given on the fig-
ure below (Cf. Fig. 14).
3.5. Images set 5 (displacement set)
This set is composed of short image sequences including ar-
tificial movements that have to be detected. The 26 samples 
were invalidated by the GIR algorithm, which gives the 100% 
true positives outputs (Cf. Table 9) at control level 0 or control 
level 1.
3.6. Global results
Considering all sets, the global registration outputs are cor-
rect in 95.8%, on these five sets composed of a total of 1,154 
samples and about 90,000 images. Only considering the sets in 
more realistic acquisition conditions (set 2, 3 and 4), the correct 
registration outputs reach 99.5% on these specifics sets, com-posed of 924 samples, at the last control level. For these realistic 
sets, the intermediary results, which give the performances rates 
of the GIR algorithm (level 0) and the offsets comparison (level 
1) are: 1.2% of true positive samples, 1.4% of false positive 
samples, 0% of true negative and 97.4% of true negatives sam-
ples for registration. Our method gives 100% of the samples as 
positive on set 5, which is the expected result.
4. Discussion
According to our results, the GIR algorithm works on the 
wide majority of the tested samples. The developed registra-
tion method is able to detect two combined (⊕) displacements 
into the sample’s images (for instance: mechanical ⊕ (dish 
+ lid)/tray; mechanical ⊕ lid/dish; mechanical ⊕ agar/dish). 
In the case of a shock on the instrument, three displacements 
on the sample are typical (mechanical ⊕ dish/tray ⊕ lid/dish; 
mechanical ⊕ dish/tray ⊕ agar/dish; mechanical ⊕ lid/tray ⊕
agar/dish). This third displacement can be considered as negli-
gible.
The cases when the algorithm reaches its limits are known 
(few objects on the ROI, few remaining objects after the se-
lection process, some border effects and rotation of the dish) 
and may all lead to bad pairing between two consecutive im-
ages and thus to false offset estimation. In the cases of very few 
points, or of an evolution of the points repartition on the ROI 
between two consecutive images (possibly due to the objects 
selection process), the nearest neighbor pairing is random since 
there is no control on the pairing. Different control sequences 
were added on the basic GIR algorithm and data matrix com-
parison to remove ambiguities met by the algorithm. We remind 
that the results are calculated in the most unfavorable case for 
a whole sample. One false result on one image implies that all 
the sequence is classified as false.
Various parameters have to be taken into account (formats 
and samples, germs and yeasts that grow, no dedicated regis-
tration label on the same surface as the micro-colonies, various 
movements, non-rigid agar displacements and border effects) 
and explain the sensibility and complexity of the registration 
step.
However, some of the encountered problems may be dealt 
with a new version of the algorithm. The rotations and the non-
rigid transformations may be solved by a combination of our 
GIR algorithm with some aspects of the DCP algorithm [20], 
which could keep the topology of the objects repartition during 
the pairing process. The case of a few number of objects on the 
ROI should however be handled by other solutions, not neces-
sary algorithmic. But apart from these short terms perspectives, 
the GIR method was proved to be efficient on defective acquisi-
tion detections, on instrument aging consequences detection or 
on some material modification validations.
5. Conclusion
Good registration leads to good superimposition of the ob-
jects present on the growing surface along the image sequence. 
Thus, the following steps of pairing and tracking of all the ob-
jects detected on the growing surface, including micro-colonies 
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for identifying easily growing objects as living objects, and 
therefore alerting the user of a contamination of the sample 
by microorganisms, as expected. The Petri dishes monitoring 
is furthermore controlled and in the case of a registration-
perturbing event, the sample’s biological results can be labeled 
as not confident.
The device developed by Advencis for rapid microbiology 
provides high-resolution images of Petri dishes, thus permit-
ting early detection of biological contaminants. Mechanical 
and biological offsets during the acquisition disturb monitor-
ing of the growing micro-colonies. To ensure high confidence 
monitoring, the images need to be registered between each ac-
quisition. The proposed registration method uses small objects 
detected on the ROI, to evaluate offsets in x and y directions. 
Due to the difficulties to be sure that the detected points in two 
consecutive images could be associated and therefore used to 
estimate the registration, classical methods like ICP technique 
fail. Our proposed control method also allows for removing 
the arising ambiguities. The robustness of the introduced strat-
egy is validated on several real samples sets. Furthermore, the 
displacements analysis gives information about the mechanical 
status of the system.
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